
Maximize efficiency, productivity, safety, and operational excellence with hands-free workflows and task completion
Complement human intelligence by enabling teams to speak through inspections and checklists
Supports over 100+ languages, accents, dialects, and unique business jargon, making communication inclusive and adaptable
Performs accurately, even in noisy environments, ensuring accurate data capture and real-time alerts for safety concerns
Capture valuable insights with data analytics and trend spotting for data-driven decision making
Integrates seamlessly with existing technology stack, including CRM or ERP systems
Little to no learning curve, simplifying adoption and allowing teams to speak naturally and confidently

aiOla’s Impact:

Move Your Fleet Forward with
Speech-Powered Operations
aiOla’s patented speech technology integrates seamlessly into
various workflows to enhance operational efficiency, improve safety,
save time, and streamline operations. Teams across state lines and
global borders can work smarter and more collaboratively,
connecting data points, gaining insights, and identifying trends to
streamline workflows and enable process optimization.

Our patented automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural
language understanding (NLU) technologies are purpose-built to
tackle the unique challenges faced by the delivery industry, offering a
tailored solution for the transportation and logistics sectors.

Packing Speech and Efficiency Together

Ready to speak productivity into action?
aiOla is ready to listen.
Learn More
www.aiOla.com | info@aiOla.com

Speak More,
Deliver More
Reduce:
Overall inspection processes and
checklists, paper-based processes,
manual data entry, diagnostic and
repair time

Optimize: 
Delivery time, customer satisfaction,
safety, predictive maintenance,
data analytics, and overall
operational efficiencies

Sample Use Cases

Inspections 
Optimize pre-delivery inspections, allowing fleet managers to
breeze through the process. Cut inspection time from 6-15
minutes per vehicle to just 60 seconds per vehicle with speech
technology. Real-time alerts promptly notify mechanics of any
detected  issues or defects, ensuring swift action for repairs. All
inspection data is sent to managers for valuable insights,
streamlining maintenance schedules and improving overall
efficiency.

Rental Inspection
During peak seasons, there’s a need for additional trucks to meet
delivery deadlines. With the integration of speech technology,
pre- and post-rental inspections are conducted swiftly.
Automation reduces manual processes to create an efficient
truck rental workflow.


